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2009BuzzFeed is finally releasing its Hillary Clinton

investigation, beginning with an hourlong special to air
on Wednesday, October 13, as the FBI closes in on

Clinton’s private email server. Yet rather than a
comprehensive report that answers all the questions
we have about the scandal, what we’re getting is a

curious document that fails to shed any light on
Clinton’s use of a private email account to conduct

government business and, most notably, an
inexplicable refusal by the State Department to

release email correspondence related to Clinton’s
travel. In her Rolling Stone piece, Clinton’s team cited

the unclassified report as proof that Clinton’s email
use didn’t harm national security, arguing that she

used the service “according to the classification
standards in effect when she used it.” But while that

classification standard might not have mattered during
the time Clinton conducted email business on a

private server, there are other ways in which these
emails could potentially have affected national

security. In this exclusive post, WIRED looks at several
examples of the emails that would be of concern, even
if they were not classified: 1. Before Clinton's tenure at

State, the then-unknown private server would not
have been permitted to store anything she emailed.

State’s IT was solely
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